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25 HIGH ST NORTH CRAWLEY 

Table 1: Pottery, number of sherds by type and context. 

Contextltype A PM59 PM28 D E F PM25 H I 

102, layer - - - - - - 1 - -

201, topsoil 1 - - 1 - - - - 3 
203, layer - 1 1 5 3 5 12 17 9 
208, posthole - - - - - - - 1 -

This is an domestic assemblage which may date as late as c1920 and includes types 
which might have been in use in any average household from the middle of the 19th 
century. The older pieces derive from odd examples which were heirlooms and passed 
down until broken and irreparable. The fragment of a green/yellow Whieldon-type ware 
plate is the most unusual, but only since it is not a common find today. They were made 
in their thousands at numerous Staffordshire kilns, not just Thomas Whieldon's, whose 
name it is so often given. It is more properly known as cream-coloured earthenware 
which gradually fell from fashion as Creamwares began to be produced in wider variety. 

The combination of Mocha and Lustreware is notable since both enjoyed a fairly narrow 
production range at their height and both are known to have been produced at the same 
kiln-sites, such as Swadlincote, Derbyshire (kiln waste material analysed by the author). 
It might suggest a range of kitchen wares which begun to be put together at about 1850 
and broken up c1900-1920. 

5.2 Clay tobacco-pipe and bottle glass by Tim Upson-Smith 

Clay tobacco-pipe 

The evaluation produced two clay tobacco-pipe stem fragments from the demolition layer 
(203), one of which retained part of the spur and the manufacture's name. The second 
piece was 40mm in length and dates to the 19th century. 

The stem which retained part of the manufactures name was by A Roberts of 
Northampton. On one side A.ROBER survived within a lozenge shaped boarder, on the 
other side RTHAMPTON, also within a boarder. A comparison with known examples 
would indicate, due to the distinctive shape of the spur that the pipe may have been one 
of those made by Roberts for the Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes (Moore 1980, fig 
12, no 49). A Roberts was making clay pipes in Northampton at 63 Scarletwell Street, 
known as Pipemakers Yard, from 1885 until 1920 when the business ended; the 
property was demolished in the mid 1950s. 

The stems were dated using the width of the bore as outlined in Oswold 1975, 92-5. 

Bottle glass 

Demolition layer (203) produced seven fragments of bottle glass, three fragments of 
possible vase and a fragment of window glass. The fragments of bottle glass were from 
at least three different bottles, two from a dark green beer bottle base and two from a 
cod bottle including part of the neck and base and as such they are late 19th/early 20th 
century in date. The other fragments were un-diagnostic, but are likely to date to the 
same period. 

Recovered from posthole fills (208) and (210) were single sherds of un-diagnostic vessel 
glass. 
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